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By Jose Manuel Prieto

Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2015. CD-Audio.
Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 170 x 135 mm. Language:
English . Brand New. Jose Manuel Prieto s Rex is a sexy, zany,
and sophisticated literary game rife with allusions to Proust
and Borges, set in a world of wealthy Russian expats and
mafiosos who have settled in western Europe. J. is a young
Cuban man who, thanks to his knowledge of Russian and
Spanish, has become the tutor of the young son of a wealthy
Russian couple living in Marbella, in the part of southern Spain
that the Russian mafia has turned into its winter quarters. As J.
attempts to give the boy a general grade-school education by
exclusively reading him Proust, he also becomes the personal
secretary of the boy s father, Vasily, an ex-scientist that J.
suspects is on the run from gangsters. Vasily s wife, Nelly, a
seductive woman always draped in mind-boggling quantities
of precious stones, believes the only way to evade the
gangsters is an extravagant plan linking Vasily to the throne of
the czars. Rex is an unforgettable achievement: an illusory,
allusive gem of a novel that confirms Jose Manuel Prieto as
one of the most...
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This book will never be straightforward to start on reading through but quite enjoyable to learn. Better then never,
though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your lifestyle span will probably be convert once you complete reading
this publication.
-- Dr . K a din Ha ne DV M-- Dr . K a din Ha ne DV M

This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell
you that this is actually the very best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for
actually.
-- Fr a nk Nienow-- Fr a nk Nienow
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